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RANGER SHIFT COMMAND TEAM (RSC) 

Who Makes Up the RSC Team? 

• 1 or 2 Ranger Coordinators: A Coordinator is the top of 
the Ranger chain. They oversee the department as a whole 
and advise as necessary. They are responsible for operations 
control, delegation of department resources, training, and 
interdepartmental communications. 

• 1 Khaki: These are experienced Rangers who are the core of 
the Ranger Shift Command Team. They are the ones who 
have operational responsibility and authority for shift 
command decisions. Khaki reports to the Coordinator on shift. 

• 1 Medical Lead: Medical lead is a certified health 
professional and handles all medical related calls. 

• 1-2 RSC Envoys: Envoys are experienced Rangers who, 
while not Ranger Shift Leads, assist the Shift Command Team 
in various ways (ie: logging, incident control, coordinating 
perimeter, training, etc). 

• Khaki In Training (KIT): These are experienced Rangers. 
Who are interested in becoming part of the RSC Team.  

 

RSC teams vary in size, depending on how busy we think the shift 
is going to be and how lucky we are at convincing RSC Team 
members to sign up for a given shift. Obviously, busy shifts 
generally require a larger command team than slower shifts–but 
alas, it’s not always easy to predict in advance exactly which 
shifts will be the busiest. On rare occasions you could wind up 
with a single very busy and very stressed RSL as the sole Ranger 
Shift Command Team member–though try not to let that happen. 
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Where the Team Hangs Out 

Many Rangers think that the Ranger Shift Command Team hangs 
out at Ranger HQ with a big white board and a radio, or maybe 
something even fancier (picture the White House Situation Room 
or something out of the TV show “24”). That makes sense, as most 
Rangers see the RSC team around shift change when they mostly 
are clustered up at HQ. But during more shifts than not, after 
shift change the RSC Team fans out into the city, some on carts, 
most on foot, dealing with various incidents. Don’t assume you will 
find RSC members at HQ. If you need to talk to one, use the radio. 

 

How the Team Works 

The RSC Team members handle a whole pile of jobs. The 
interesting thing is that, though it varies from one shift to 
another, RSC Team members usually pass these tasks back and 
forth many times during the course of a shift, as necessary to 
respond to situations. So for example, Khaki Mimosa might start 
out maintaining the official shift log, but then becomes busy 
responding to an incident and passes logging onto Envoy Bacon. 

 

What the RSC Team Does 

Here is a probably incomplete list of some of the more important 
tasks performed by the Ranger Shift Command Team:  

• Makes initial Ranger assignments (“cruise direction”)  
• Keeps in contact with Ranger teams 
• Dispatches Rangers to incidents  
• Answers questions and provides advice to Rangers over the 

radio  
• Meets face-to-face with Rangers as requested  
• Assigns and manages Ranger radio channels. RSLs are 
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responsible for knowing who uses which radio channels (ie: 
Event-1, Ranger Ops-7, Medic On-Call-4, Psych-3, etc.)  

• Monitors multiple radios (ie: Event-1 and Ranger Ops-7)  
• Communicates with Medical and CATS to dispatch resources 

(fire, medical, etc.) to incidents.  
• Maintains a shift log. While most RSC Team members keep 

their own notes of what is going on as it is happening, there 
is only one official shift log.  

• Provides consistency throughout the four Ranger shifts that 
happen during the day, passing on information to RSC Team 
members come after them.  

• Handles Incident Command (IC) duties. RSC Team members 
respond to, take accurate notes about, and attempt to 
mediate large scale incidents. 

• Liaises with other event departments. The RSC Team is often 
the entry point for other departments to the Rangers, and 
vice versa.  

• Informs the Ranger Coordinator of pertinent situations as 
they develop.  

• Manages our Ranger volunteers. The RSC Team is responsible 
for making each Ranger’s volunteer time be used carefully 
and valuably, that Ranger morale is high, that Rangers are 
“doing what they’re supposed to be doing.” Sadly, RSC Team 
Members are sometimes required to become involved in 
Ranger disciplinary actions during a shift as well.  

 

Ranger Shift Command Envoys 

As you can see, the Shift Command Team juggles many tasks. 
Khakis must meet a minimum level of proficiency. Envoys, however, 
may have less interest in leading a shift, but are experienced 
Rangers that have done the training and have a few events under 
their belt. They’ve shown skill and a willingness to help with 
workload, such as logging, or shift change.  
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SHIFT CHANGE 101  

 
AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH SHIFT, the RSC team on 
shift will manage the transition between shifts by: 
 

• SHOWING UP ON TIME (EARLY BY AT LEAST 20 MIN) 
• PICKING ONE OR TWO ENVOYS 
• PARTICIPATING IN THE OUTGOING KHAKI DEBRIEF 

(“PASSDOWN”) 
• SIGNING THE SHIFT IN/OUT AND ISSUING EQUIPMENT 
• ASSIGN TEAMS 
• BRIEFING THE RANGERS GOING OUT ON PATROL 
• CALLING IN LAST SHIFT 
• DISPATCHING NEW SHIFT 
• HANDING OUT SCHWAG 

 
 

SHOWING UP ON TIME 

Khaki shifts start 20 minutes prior to the Dirt shift change. All 
RSC Team members (Khaki, Medic Lead, KITs, & Envoys) for that 
shift should meet at Ranger HQ and debrief with outgoing shift. 
 

 
DEBRIEF (“PASSDOWN”) 
 
Find out from the Khaki on the previous shift what is going 
on. Note important points from their log in the beginning pages 
of your log and any ongoing or unresolved incidents. Find out 
the status of vehicles and event radios (i.e., who has them, where 
are they, any known problems?) This process has a tendency to get 
bogged down in minutes due to shift change. Give short, clear 
rundowns of active events and notable things that happened on 
the previous shift. De BRIEF is not the time for coffee house style 
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explanations with long-winded stories (think more outline than 
dissertation). Those can come later, after the new shift goes out, 
the old shift comes in, training and mentor evaluations are  
written and discussed and schwag have been distributed. THEN the 
“Let me tell you the full story about_____ “ can occur. Further, 
the Coordinator on shift should be aware of all of the ongoing 
issues and can brief the new team after shift change. Brief the 
Rangers going out on patrol on shift specific duties and of any 
potential hazards or on-going incidents. 
 

 
CRUISE DIRECTION 
 
Someone (usually Khaki, but can be Envoy or KIT with some 
supervision) should begin the meet and greet with the incoming 
shift Rangers. This can occur as early as 30 minutes before the 
shift starts. The Cruise Director signs Rangers in and should talk 
to incoming Rangers in line. Get to know people you don’t. This 
should be a very social component of a shift change. Get someone 
on it as soon as possible. If the Cruise Director is a KIT, ensure 
that the KIT knows how to sign in/out the shift, assign teams 
(Dirt & Mentor), transfer pertinent log info, & issue equipment. 
 
 
CHOOSING ENVOYS 
 
Find out who on your shift has the most experience and ask them 
to be your Envoy. An envoy is a Ranger who has plenty of 
experience dealing with situations and understands the general 
flow of a shift. These Rangers are able to help if things get a 
little crazy. Ask them to assist with shift management, incident 
logging, and any other duties you may need help with. 
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ASSIGNING TEAMS 
Once the shift is signed in, it’s time to pair up the teams. It is 
best to pair up experienced with less experienced Rangers. Try to 
separate couples if possible. If you have any Alphas on the shift, 
pair them with a team of Mentors. Mentors can be any 
experienced Rangers that have are open to teaching the ways of 
the Dirt. If you have a Khaki In Training on the shift, they will be 
your shadow the entire shift. If there are an odd number of 
Rangers, leaving someone without a partner, feel free to pair them 
with a medic or add a third to a team. 

 
BRIEFING 
 
If you are to brief the new shift, introduce yourself. Be 
personable. This is the time YOU get to act like a Burner. A 
welcoming, fun moment with the Rangers coming on shift is more 
important that a hurried, gotta run back to the passdown moment. 
Explain who the rest of the oncoming team is. Relay pertinent 
information about the city from your passdown, even if it is 
ongoing. Try to give some sort of positive reinforcement. 
 

DISPATCHING THE NEW SHIFT 
 
After the brief, ensure that Ranger teams know where they are 
supposed to go and what they are supposed to be looking for on 
the shift (ie: unattended fires). As the previous Khaki calls in one 
team at a time, assign radios and dispatch one team at a time. 
This allows for us to maintain coverage during shift change. The 
shift change should be completed by 15 minutes past the hour. 
Once all teams are deployed and all previous teams returned, 
continue with passdown if needed. 
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WORDS OF WISDOM  
FOR THE SHIFT BRIEF 
 
RADIO BASICS 

• Remember to key up your radio mike for three seconds 
before speaking, then say the name of the person you are 
calling, then say your own callsign. 

• Keep your mike out of the wind when transmitting, or shield 
with your hand. 

• Check your volume & channel knobs frequently. Make sure 
your radio is audible, and tuned to Ranger Ops Channel 7. 

• Remind them of their ABCs: Action Item, Be Brief, make sure 
that both the Channel and you are Clear. A good template 
for radio calls is “I need _____ at _____ for ______” 

• How to report a must report situation (ie: medical, lost child) 
 
 
EMPHASIZE THE ART OF RANGERING 

• “Remember, we’re not cops, not hall monitors, and not yer 
mother!” 

• “Rangers, we trust your judgment, we admire your discretion.” 
• “What is the default action? First, do nothing.” 
• “You don’t need to call in everything. Khaki knows you are 

out there Rangering.” 
• “You are the eyes & ears of the community, but first & 

foremost participants like everyone one else.” 
• “Rangers are here to help people, not to enforce rules.” 
• “Have fun, Rangers: it’s part of the job. Take time to stop 

and smell the art and enjoy the most amazing city in the 
world!” 

• “Just try to keep people from hurting each other, ’cause we 
can’t keep them from hurting themselves.” 

• “Rangering is NOT about collecting schwag. Collect new 
experiences and friends instead.” 
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MENTORS & ALPHAS DURING SHIFT CHANGE 

Speak with the Mentors prior to pairing them with the Alphas and 
go over the Alpha checklist and what is expected during the shift. 
Give the Mentors the checklist to take with them on patrol. 
Halfway through the shift, have the Mentors swap Alphas. This 
provides not only a different training style to the Alpha, but 
provides us with more than one perspective on how that particular 
Alpha did. After each Mentor shift, Mentors and Khaki should 
debrief and make the determination of whether or not Rangering 
is a good fit for the Alpha. Make sure to explain your decision to 
the Alpha. Point out things they should works on and give 
examples and advice. If someone isn’t a good fit for the 
department, explain why – nicely – and suggest other volunteer 
opportunities. 

 

KHAKI IN TRAINING DURING SHIFT CHANGE 

KITs are experienced Rangers looking to get more involved 
in our department. They are often enthusiastic and willing 
to help with anything. Let them! Show them how to do 
shift change and allow them to assist you. Make sure they 
are taking notes. Follow the KIT checklist and make notes 
on it. Make notes of weaker points they may need to work 
on and also provide the positive feedback. Make sure to 
explain these notes to the KIT. After the shift, debrief 
with the Ranger coordinator on duty about how things 
went with the KIT. If at anytime during a shift you need 
help with this training, feel free to reach out to a Ranger 
Coordinator. 
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RUNNING THE SHIFT 

AFTER ALL RANGER PATROLS ARE DEPLOYED AND ALL SHIFT INFO 
SHARED, RSLs SHOULD DISPERSE FROM RANGER HQ AND GO OUT TO BE 
A PART OF THE SHIFT AS IT PLAYS OUT IN THE CITY. 
 

KHAKI 

Khaki is the most visible and well-known role in the RSC 
Team structure. Khaki is responsible for radio dispatch between 
Dirt Rangers and between the Ranger organization and 
other departments at the event. Khaki will monitor two radios – 
one on Ranger Ops 7 and one on Event Channel 1. 

The duty of Khaki rotates, based on necessity, and for training 
purposes, between each member of the RSC. While Khaki is 
covered, the other RSLs (Envoys, KITs) function as “floaters.” As 
such, they are able to handle situations that may take longer to 
resolve than Khaki has time for. 
 
Khakis also must make sure that HQ is always staffed. This may 
be done either by Khaki – when they are at HQ logging or dealing 
with a face-to-face – or a Ranger or Medical patrol. Make sure 
them teams are cycling in and out of HQ, so not to leave one team 
sitting there for an extended period of time. 
 
 
ANSWERING CALLS AS KHAKI 

For years in our trainings we have said that if you have any 
question about ANYTHING, “Call Khaki.” Well, great. When you 
are Khaki you get every kind of question that comes in from all of 
the Rangers. Is there any chance in Hell that you will be able to 
answer every question that comes in? No. However, what you DO 
have to do as Khaki is respond to each Ranger with respect no 
matter what their questions are. Your primary job is to support 
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the Dirt Rangers. No laughing at any question, no matter how 
weird/silly/obvious it is. And no yelling at Rangers either. We 
have found that the best Khakis aren’t the ones who necessarily 
know the most information, but are more likely to be very good at 
getting information. Either from other Rangers, people around 
them, or anywhere that the Khaki can figure out. 

 

COMMUNICATION STYLE 
 
To function effectively as Khaki, you should be aware that the 
less hurried, stressed, exasperated, or commanding you sound, the 
more relaxed and effective the Dirt Rangers are in the field. 
Khaki is, in some ways, the voice of experience. Dirt Rangers 
handle things on their own as much as possible, and when they call 
something in it is usually because they have a good question or 
need a specific resource. By responding with patience and useful 
information, Khaki is slowly but surely training all of the Dirt 
Rangers via radio throughout the shift. 
 
*Example: Khaki should issue periodic reminders as necessary about radio protocol. 
“Listen to your radio and wait to make sure you are not interrupting any ongoing 
conversations. Then key up your mike and wait 3 seconds before speaking. Say the name 
of the person that you are trying to call two times, followed by your own call sign.” 
 
 
KICKING THINGS SIDEWAYS 
 
If a Dirt Ranger feels uncomfortable dealing with a situation, they 
may kick it sideways to a Shift Lead. If a Shift Lead feels 
uncomfortable dealing with a situation, they can kick it sideways 
to another Shift Lead with more experience, a different skill set 
or approach, or a more suitable demeanor to address the current 
situation. At any time, but especially in the event of a serious 
incident or potentially volatile scene, Khaki can kick it up to the 
Ranger Coordinator on duty.  
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LOGGING 
 

It’s not sexy, it’s not dramatic, but it is critically important: one 
of the functions of the Ranger Shift Command Team is to maintain 
a log of all the important activity that occurs on a shift. Shift 
logs serve several functions:  

• They allow RSC Team members to track the progress of an 
incident during their shift  

• They provide a memory aid of what happened and which 
incidents are still open when it’s time to brief the incoming 
RSC Team at shift change  

• Allows for potentially problematic participants, camps, or art 
cars to be known 

 
Logs often focus on radio traffic (e.g., what time a call came in, 
how it was handled, what resources were dispatched, and how the 
situation was resolved), but logs cover non-radio things as well. For 
example, sometimes situations are reported to the RSC Team via a 
face-to-face encounter with a participant, Ranger, or member of 
another department. These events don’t always go out over the 
radio, but often do end up being logged. Remember though to NOT 
get bogged down in the minutia of keeping your log or you’ll be 
writing all day/night.  

Here’s a walk through our log form:  

Time: The “Time” in the left hand column is the first thing you 
want to note. Use 24 hour time format. Sure, it probably says 
“swing” at the top of the log, but it’s a lot easier to figure out 
that 1825 means that something happened in the evening than 
having to look multiple places and/or guess later on.  

Location: Under “Location” write down the location of the 
incident, as concisely but accurately as you can get it. Camp 
names are best.  
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Rangers: Which Rangers reported it? And which Rangers are 
responding, if different than the reporting Rangers? It is good to 
have this information listed separately here, because it allows you 
to quickly pick out Ranger names.  

Description: Free form description of the incident. Some things 
you should have here:  

• Nature of the call. If general then you don’t have to kill 
yourself with details. If on the other hand, it was an 
infraction - especially a serious legal one - you want to get 
a bit more detail.  

• Reporting party: If not a Ranger, who was the reporting 
party? If a participant, then try to get a name and camp if 
possible. Was it a walk in? Call in? Second hand notification 
from Medical?  

• Response: Who is responding? Who else is responding? Do you 
need even more responders?  

• Resolution: Was there a resolution to the call? Is it ongoing? 
If so, whom has it been turned over to? If the situation is 
cleared note the time.  

 
Here are a couple of other columns worth mentioning:  

Type: This is a single character code for type of incident, shown 
at the bottom of the log form.  

Incident number (“#”): This is an incident number that you 
assign. It allows you to make multiple log entries about an 
incident and be able to scan them and link them up quickly. As 
incidents unfold, other entries will have been made in the 
meantime and going back to the original log entry and trying to 
add to it doesn’t really work. Instead of having to re-record all 
the incident information (responders, location, etc.), simply record 
the time of the update information, and the incident number and a 
description of the updated information. It isn’t uncommon for a 
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single incident to have three or more separate entries in the log 
as events unfold (for example: initial request for medical, medical 
arrival time, Rangers released from scene by medical, etc.)  

Resolved (check mark): Was this incident resolved? This allows 
you to make a quick visual scan for unresolved incidents. Another 
useful trick here is to put downward arrows in this block for 
incidents that have further entries later in the log. That way, 
when you look at an apparently unresolved incident entry, you 
know right away that more information is further down the sheet.  

 

Notes:  
• New log sheet for each shift 
• Black or blue pen (no pencil, colored marker, crayon...)  
• If you make a mistake, single line through the word/words 

with your initials.  
• If you need to retract a paragraph, single diagonal line 

through it with your initials and date.  
• Leaving a few blank lines between entries if you are rushed 

is a good idea. Paper is cheap, and there might be details 
you don’t have time to add until things slow down.  

 

Not every incident or radio call to Khaki needs to be logged, just 
the important ones. Similarly, we don’t need every detail in the log, 
just the pertinent ones. It takes some practice and judgment to 
figure out the right balance. At an absolute minimum, any 
reportable incident (medical, assault, etc.) needs to be logged, 
along with its resolution. Incidents involving other departments 
should also be logged. These often end up with interdepartmental 
communication at higher levels and Coordinators might later need 
to know which Rangers were involved in such an incident for 
follow-up.  

The next page is an example of a properly filled out log form. 
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RESOURCE REQUESTs 
 
GATE 
If someone needs to get out and the gate is closed, explain to 
them the gate times and that they may not re-enter after leaving. 
If they are adamant about leaving the site, contact the Gate Lead 
on-call on Gate Channel 2 to help with participant departure. 
DOGS 
If ours or any other department needs fuel, fire wood, golf cart or 
radio assistance, or any other BOI property needs, Dirt Rangers 
are to call Khaki and Khaki is to call the DOGS Lead on shift on 
Event Channel 1.  If there is a camp or art installation placement 
issue that we cannot resolve by looking at the map, the DOGS 
may be in to correct the issue. Basically any issue regarding the 
property, parking, or supplies will be directed to the DOGS. 
CATS 
If there is a specific fire need other than unattended fires and 
basic campfire safety, please contact CATS on Ranger OPS 
Channel 7. CATS are here to assist with combustible arts 
(burnable art installations, flame cannons, pyrotechnics) as well as 
fire performers. All burn areas are pre-designated by the CATS 
Team and any requests for personal demonstration must be passed 
to the CATS. 
SOUND MARSHAL 
Sound marshals are available 24 hours a day to maintain sound 
levels for sound camps throughout the event. If there is a noise 
complaint from a participant, a Sound Marshal may be reached 
directly on the radio on Event Channel 1.  
EARTH GUARDIANS 
Did someone drop something in a portapotty? Is there a seriously 
messed up stall? Is there broken glass in the shower? Contact an 
Earth Guardian on Event Channel 1 to help correct the issue. 
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Special Situations 

 
FIRE! 
Tent fires, propane leaks, hazardous materials, and anything 
burning in a potentially dangerous or damaging fashion should be 
called into the CATS Lead on Event Channel 1 and have Rangers 
respond accordingly. Fire extinguishers are available at Ranger HQ 
and also on both the Ranger and Medic carts. If EMS and/or Fire 
Rescue is needed onsite, request a face to face with the Ranger 
Coordinator on shift. 
 
EVICTIONS/BLACK OPS 
Event staff with the designation “Black Ops” are the only 
individuals at the event authorized to administer participant 
evictions. Staff evictions must go through the “Staff Termination 
and Removal” process. Calling a Black Ops should only be done as a 
last resort, when all already involved parties have exhausted their 
options/ideas/attempts to successfully address the situation.  
 
LOST/FOUND CHILDREN 
The report of a lost child is a very serious situation and requires 
the most acute and expedient action from the RSC team. The 
following actions must be taken, in order of priority: 
 

1. Inform the Dirt Ranger to get as much information as 
possible and to stay with parent/child or reporting party 
until child or parent is found or the situation is completely 
resolved. 

2. If the child is missing, Call Gate and order a temporary 
closure of outbound lane, to inspect each departing vehicle 
for missing child, in addition to closing entire perimeter to 
departing vehicles. Relay pertinent information to Gate as 
soon as possible. 

3. Ask ALLCOM to stand by for priority traffic, then ask 
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reporting Ranger for a face to face with a detailed 
description of missing child, including; age, sex, height, 
weight, hair color, eye color, clothing, and last known 
location. 

4. Call Event Organizer and request face to face 
5. Request face to face with all Rangers on shift and brief 

them with the description of the child and any pertinent 
information. 

6. Responding Rangers are required to stay with the parent or 
found child until released by Khaki (whom is released by the 
Ranger Coordinator) 

 
INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM (ICS) 
In the off-season, Ranger RSLs are encouraged to pass the ICS 
100 test hosted on the FEMA website. This system gives inter-
agency personnel a common ground for controlling and managing 
large incidents. At the scene of a major incident, ICS protocol will 
be instituted and the Rangers will cooperate with ESD, Fire, LE, 
etc. to manage the incident. 
 
OVERZEALOUS RANGERS 
They are people who can make you and other participants crazy. 
Don’t let them. If they are driving other people crazy, try to talk 
to them. 
 
PARTNER SWITCH 
If a Ranger asks to change partners, immediately say OK. 
Separate the requesting Ranger from their current partner. 
Depending on the situation, try and find out why the requestor 
wants to change, without the other Ranger hearing why. 
Be discreet. If it is a case of harassment, see below. 
 
HARASSMENT 
It is not tolerated and should be brought to the attention of a 
Ranger Coordinator immediately. 
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DE-SHIFTING 
RSL’s are empowered with the ability to “De Shift” a Ranger from 
a shift. This means excusing them from the need to finish the 
current shift. Though this can be perceived as a disciplinary action, 
that is not always the case. There are a variety of reasons to 
remove a Ranger from duty: being relieved from duty can simply 
mean a Ranger needs to be told to take a break to take care of 
themselves. This is not a disciplinary situation, but more often a 
health and safety one. An example of this might be a Ranger Lead 
who has worked too many shifts in a row and is now a zombie. 
Unrangerly or questionable behavior may also result in a Ranger 
being removed from duty.  
 
DUTY TO REPORT 
Rangers must report the following to Khaki: 

• Lost or found child 
• Child or elder abuse 
• Domestic violence 
• Sexual assault 
• Non-consensual physical violence 
• Death 
• Medical emergencies 
• Psychiatric emergencies 
• Any situation that is likely to put a Ranger in harm’s way 
• Any situation that is likely to put a participant in 

nonconsensual grave danger 
 
If you are not sure whether something falls into the above 
categories, go ahead and report what you see. Let your Shift 
Leads figure out whether any follow-up action is required. 
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NOTES  
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